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Mobile payments can expose more consumer data and weaken
privacy laws
CDT comments to the Federal Trade Commissionʼs Apr. 26, 2012, mobile
payments workshop. These comments were originally published on the CDT blog
on Apr. 23, 2012.1

Get ready for mobile payments to change how we make in-store purchases and how
companies collect information about us. Nearly all the major smartphone manufacturers,
mobile network operators, credit card issuers, and tech companies are gearing up to
provide consumers with mobile payment services.2 Many of these services will let
consumers buy items in brick-and-mortar stores just by swiping their phones at
checkout.3
While this will create interesting and convenient new apps, mobile payments will also
provide more consumer data to more companies than traditional offline credit card
transactions. Without strong user privacy controls, mobile payments will enable
companies to build detailed profiles about your shopping habits and turn your cell phone
into a magnet for telemarketing, spam, and online behavioral advertising.
More information to more companies
Mobile payment services can expose consumer data to several companies that were not
included in traditional credit card transactions. In addition to credit card issuers and
payment processors, mobile payment services also involve the mobile payment provider
(i.e., Google, in the case of Google Wallet4), the mobile network operator (i.e., Verizon or
AT&T5), and third party apps that consumers download (such as a budget app). With
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mobile payments, these companies can get access to the consumer information
revealed during a traditional credit card transaction – and more – and use this
information in new ways.
With magnetic stripe credit card transactions, credit card companies have access to
consumersʼ contact information, codes identifying the general category of purchases, as
well as the date, time, location, and amount of the purchase.6 In addition to this data,
companies can program their mobile payment systems and apps to track the specific
items a consumer purchases. Today, most consumers do not expect their offline
transactions to influence the advertising they see on the Internet, but consumers should
expect mobile payment services to use transaction information to hit them with offers,
coupons, and customized advertising.7
Merchants can get also more detailed consumer information from mobile payments than
from traditional magnetic stripe credit cards. When using regular credit cards, merchants
hold an itemized receipt reflecting consumersʼ purchases, but merchants do not receive
the cardholderʼs full contact information – telephone number, email address, and mailing
address – unless the consumer provides it to them or the merchant takes the trouble to
seek out the consumerʼs personal information from a credit bureau. This is one major
reason why merchants institute loyalty card programs, so they can match customersʼ
purchase histories with their identifying information to create detailed profiles of the
customersʼ shopping habits.
Many mobile payment services will collect consumersʼ contact information when they
register with the service. Mobile payment services and apps can be programmed to
provide merchants with consumersʼ phone numbers, email addresses, and purchase
histories during a transaction in a store – so long as the merchantʼs point of sale system
is able to receive this information. Consumers today are enrolled in loyalty programs with
only a few companies, such as their supermarkets, but mobile payment services will
make it simple to establish the equivalent of a loyalty program for every merchant the
consumer comes into contact with – every café, taxicab company, or magazine stand.
The easy ability to build detailed customer profiles is a common incentive for merchants
to embrace mobile payment services.8
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Weakening privacy laws
Mobile payment services that provide merchants with consumersʼ contact information will
weaken the protective effect of existing privacy laws, such as those restricting
telemarketing and spam, as CDT pointed out previously.9
Telemarketing:
The Telephone Consumer Protection Act (TCPA) requires telemarketing companies to
honor two basic types of “Do-Not-Call” (DNC) lists.10 The first is the wildly popular
national DNC list, and the second is the internal DNC list managed by each company.
Consumers can register their landline or cellular numbers with the national DNC list, and
all companies are permanently prohibited from calling or sending text messages to those
numbers for solicitation purposes.11 However, this blanket prohibition does not apply to
those companies with which the consumer has an “established business relationship”
(EBR).12 An EBR is formed when a consumer buys goods or services from a seller.
Many state telemarketing laws also contain this EBR exception.13
Because traditional credit card transactions do not reveal consumersʼ telephone
numbers to merchants, most merchants today are unlikely to make telephone or text
solicitations to consumers – even when they have an EBR. However, mobile payment
services and apps can be programmed to give merchants consumersʼ telephone
numbers during transactions. This frees every merchant from whom a consumer makes
a purchase – no matter how small – to direct telephone or text solicitations to the
consumer, even if the consumer is on the national DNC list.
A consumer can restrict telemarketing calls and text messages from companies with
whom she has an EBR by registering her landline or cellular number with each individual
companyʼs internal DNC list. After the consumer gets on a companyʼs internal DNC list,
that company is prohibited from making telephone solicitations to that consumer for five
years – regardless of whether the consumer continues to do business with the
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company.14 One downside to this process is that it requires consumers to opt in to the
internal DNC list of each individual telemarketer or company from whom they make a
purchase. With more companies receiving contact information due to mobile payments
systems, consumers will have to rely on internal DNC lists, increasing the burden of
privacy protection on consumers and confusing those who believed the national DNC list
already provided privacy protection.
Spam:
Magnetic stripe credit card transactions do not reveal consumersʼ email addresses to
merchants, so it was difficult for merchants to send commercial email to consumers with
whom they have a business relationship. However, mobile payment services can be
programmed to provide a consumerʼs email address to a merchant during each
transaction, making it easier to send commercial emails to the consumer. The CAN
SPAM Act gives consumers the right to opt out of commercial email messages from
specific companies.15 A limitation of CAN SPAM, however, is that consumers must
communicate the opt out to each company that sends them spam. As with telemarketing,
greater reliance on the opt out provided by CAN SPAM will increase the burden of
privacy protection on consumers.
Because the CAN SPAM Act is limited to messages sent to addresses that use Internet
domain names, the Act does not appear to offer consumers any protection from
electronic advertisements that bypass email and text message systems.16 For example,
mobile payment services with “near field communication” can enable merchants to load
coupons or advertising messages directly onto the phone, using the same channel that
transmits consumersʼ payment information to merchants.17
ʻPrivacy by designʼ is crucial
Building strong user privacy controls into mobile payment services during the design
phase is the most efficient way of addressing these problems. CDT has repeatedly
called on companies to integrate privacy protections into the fabric products and
services, a process known as “privacy by design.”18 The Federal Trade Commissionʼs
recent report on consumer privacy likewise urges companies to build privacy into their
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products and to provide consumers with meaningful choices regarding how information
about them is shared.19
Mobile payment services should give users both global and granular options to restrict
the disclosure of any information that is not necessary to complete a transaction. This
way, consumers can decide how much information is given or withheld from merchants,
mobile payment providers, and app developers. Ideally, mobile payment services should
easily allow consumers to opt out of telemarketing or commercial emails from merchants
– so, for example, consumers can use their mobile phones to join a merchantʼs internal
DNC list at the same time that the mobile payment service completes a transaction. This
solution would not require new regulation, but it would require the cooperation of mobile
payment service providers, merchants, and point of sale system manufacturers.
Mobile payments can offer killer apps and great convenience to consumers. But if
companies fail to build meaningful privacy controls into their services, consumers will not
trust mobile payments and a promising new industry will be discredited.20
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